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Synopsis: Summary of Todd’s first report on progress in the central section of the OT Line
Summary: Ross and Harvey are optimistic, and the countryside has good wood for poles though
transport of a large amount of supplies is slow-going
THE OVERLAND TELEGRAPH.
Below will be found Mr. Todd's official report of his proceedings up to the 24th October. At that time
he had reached Strangways Springs, where, according to appointment, he had fallen in with Messrs.
Ross and Harvey, just returned from their trip into the interior. He writes in good spirits, and mentions
that so far all his arrangements have been carried out to the letter. The construction parties were in
full march to the depot at Mount Margaret, and the leaders, impressed with the importance of the work
they had under taken, were firm in their resolution to carry it out. The record of Messrs. Ross and
Harvey's expedition, although fragmentary, is full of interest. Leaving Mount Margaret on August 14,
they appear to have penetrated about 300 miles north ward, following Stuart's track for a portion of
the upward journey, and keeping to the eastward of it for the remainder. The trip, in going and
coming, occupied 69 days, so that the average per diem must have been about 10 miles. The
description of the country, as far as it is given, tallies with Mr. Stuart's account; but that explorer,
encumbered as he was with a thirty weeks' supply of provisions, and with a large and fully-equipped
party, spent 82 days in going from Mount Margaret to Mount Harris— a place corresponding in
latitude with the furthest point reached by Mr. Ross. He started on the 11th January, 1860, from Mr.
Levi's outstation, but even at that season of the year he experienced no very great difficulty in
obtaining water. He mentions having found fish in the Neales, Finke, and Hugh, and speaks of
encountering flights of birds on his route. With a clear presentiment of what has now come to pass, he
specifically refers to the fact that an abundance of timber suitable for telegraphic purposes is to be
met with in many of the creeks, particularly in the Finke. His statement is confirmed by Mr. Todd's
summary of Messrs. Ross and Harvey's narrative, and there will apparently be no serious difficulty in
the way of the line up to and even within the tropics. Of course the more extended journey to the
Roper, in order to form a junction with the advance survey party from Port Darwin, has yet to be
undertaken; but apparently those for whom this trip is designed are eager to enter upon it :
(ed. Todd's official report follows as captured in article 207728886, Express and Telegraph, 4
November 1870 p2.)

